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Pushpin Computing

Josh Lifton

lifton@media.mit.edu

Responsive Environments Group

MIT Media Lab
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            PURPOSE

Pushpin Computing is the first attempt at a computing architecture closely following the 

ideas set forth in the Paintable Computing project.  Namely, it is an architecture 

consisting of many independent, locally communicating  computing nodes physically 

distributed at scales considered dense in comparison with normal human scales.  Key to 

this model is the idea that simple local 

interaction among computing nodes can 

result in complex algorithmic structures at 

the level of the system as a whole.  Strong 

analogies exist between Pushpin Computing 

and biological systems such as ant colonies, 

thermodynamic systems such as ideal 

gases, and abstract systems such as the 

game Go. 

HARDWARE OVERVIEW

The Pushpin Computing hardware platform consists of computational elements 

(pushpins) that can be freely arranged and embedded in a layered silicon substrate.  

Aside from serving as a physical medium for the pushpins, the substrate provides 

power as well.  Once embedded in the substrate, each pushpin is able to communicate 

with other pushpins within a fixed radius.  Pushpins are optionally equipped with 

various sensing modules, from microphones to stress gauges.  
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PROTOTYPE SPECIFICATION

- Processor: 

                    Cygnal C8051F016 8051 core

                    (2304 bytes RAM, 32Kbytes ISP flash, 

                     ~22MIPS @ 22MHz, JTAG interface)

- Communication: 

                    capacitive coupling

                    (~50-100kbps over ~10cm)

-Sensing: 

                    configurable expansion port 

                    (8 ADC lines, 9 port I/O lines, JTAG interface)

- Power: 

                    3.3 VDC, ~15mA/pushpin supplied through substrate

SOFTWARE OVERVIEW

At the software level, Pushpin Computing is 

governed by a custom operating system designed 

to seamlessly  support mobile code fragments.  

These code fragments are the atomic algorithmic 

elements that form the basis of the Paintable 

Computing model of computation.  For example, 

the gradient code fragment simply copies and 

transports itself from pushpin to pushpin, all the 

while keeping track of how many jumps it has 

made, thus building up a distance gradient that 

can be retraced to the pushpin of origin.

REFERENCES

Pushpin Computing: http://www.media.mit.edu/resenv/PushPin/

Paintable Computing: http://www.media.mit.edu/~bill/PaintableComputing/
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The Gambit 

Kati Rubinyi 
Art Center College of Design 
Graduate Fine Arts Department 
Pasadena, California, USA 
rubinyi@earthlink.net 
http://datsun.net/kati/gambit/index.html 

Project Partners:  
Ewan Branda (Programmer) 
Zhenya Gershman (Actor) 

The artwork The Gambit is an interactive animation in the 
form of a site-specific performance/installation to take place 
in the lobby of the Westin-Bonaventure Hotel, Los Angeles 
(John Portman, 1977). 

 

 

 
 
 The medium of the project is a digital compass attached to 

a PDA with a 2.25" by 3.33" color screen and headphones. The 
apparatus lets you "see through walls" to spaces outside the 
hotel that are around you but not directly visible to you. 
This“seeing through the walls” has a shape, and tells a story. 
The story is told through an animation made up of a pattern of 
still photos, words and sounds. The pattern is ordered by a 
spiral inscribed on the map of the city. The story is of a hotel 
flower arranger and a world in which flower arrangements 
have archival and narrative abilities.  

 

 

Casio E-105, headphones and digital compass. 

Project Description 
  
Introduction 
 
 The viewer of the piece stands in the lobby of the hotel with 
the PDA in her hand, the attached compass strapped to her 
waist, and headphones on her ears. As she begins to walk 
around (with no instructions of where in the lobby to go) she 
sees changing still-images on the screen and hears spoken 
words and sound through the headphones. Through the 
computer (the PDA), the changing compass coordinates 
induce changes in the sound and images. 
 What the viewer doesn't know is that there is a spiral pattern 
inscribed in the memory of the computer that mirrors a spiral 
pattern inscribed on a map of the area surrounding the hotel.  

Spiral pattern overlaid on map of city, with hotel lobby as 
center. 

 
 As the viewer moves around the lobby, and turns on her 
own axis, the computer (via the compass) makes a 
correspondence between her motions and the spiral on the 
map. Images and text are being accessed in accordance with 
her movements inside the lobby. Through her exploration of 
how the device responds depending on her speed and 
direction of travel, a narrative emerges.  

Nodes and cinematic framing 

When the device is first switched on, the screen shows the 
view from the circular, glazed revolving restaurant 35 stories 
above the windowless lobby, as if the viewer had a periscope 
to see through the floors of the hotel and out over the city. In 
the narrative this constitutes an establishing shot. As the 
viewer walks around, the panorama of the city changes, 
according to which way she is facing. The "real" view evolves 
into fiction as the viewer completes one rotation of the spiral: 
In other words, when the compass registers a compass co-
ordinate approached from the same direction for the second 
time. After the first rotation, the images are no longer from 
above looking over the city. They are at street level, and 
introduce a character. 
 The photos of the female character are taken at nodal points 
along a spiral path wrapping around the hotel. The spiral, 
arbitrarily drawn on a map with the hotel as its center, begins 
about 4 kilometres away from the hotel and winds its way 
through the city looping closer and closer to the hotel, and 
ultimately, inside the lobby. There are approximately 70 nodes 
on the spiral corresponding to the intersection of the spiral 
with the eight compass axes of N, NW, W, SW, etc. Each 
node becomes an arbitrarily selected location for a photo. The 
photos are taken along one of the eight axes in the direction 
looking away from the hotel. The nodes randomly occur on 
residential streets, commercial streets, in low-income areas 
adjacent to downtown and in the business district. They cut a 
looping section through the downtown area, delineating the 
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topography, literally in terms of hills and valleys, and 
urbanistically in terms of function and economics. 
 Getting back to the character positioned in each photo: 
With every node along the spiral path, she moves one step 
closer, rotates a quarter turn, and occupies a different quadrant 
of the frame. In other words, if the viewer were to spin around 
and trigger a quick succession of changes in compass 
locations, she would see an animation of the character rotating 
and weaving back and forth across the frame, and coming 
closer, occluding more and more of her context. 
Consequently, the farthest point on the spiral is a long shot 
and the closest point on the spiral is an extreme close-up. 
Occasionally the character bends and crouches, looks at the 
ground. Her movements are somewhat peculiar and robotic. 
(The actor's instructions were to look for something). 

 
Photos from nodes 51-54. 

 
 There is a spoken word fragment tied to each node/photo. 
The spoken word fragment that takes the longest amount of 
time to hear, of a length of one or two sentences, occurs at the 
first node on the spiral. The briefest spoken word segments - a 
word and even less, corresponds to the last nodes of the spiral, 
inside the hotel.  
 
Story 

 The story is in the form a memoir. It is about the 
protagonist down on her luck getting a job in the human 
resources department of the hotel. Her task is to look for 
candidates to fill the role of hotel flower arranger. But the 
flower arrangements in question have unusual powers of 
recording and transmitting stories. The stories they tell are of 
the relationships between the hotel guests. There is some 
description of the flower arrangements and how they function 
as "archives" and transmitters of fiction. In the end, the 
protagonist ends up taking on the job of flower arranger 
herself. 
 
Technical notes 

 The PDA is a Casio Cassiopeia E-105 Windows CE with 32 
MB of RAM and a 16-bit color screen. The compass is a C100 
digital compass sensor from KVH Industries. The control 
application is written in Java and deployed on the device using 
the PersonalJava platform from Sun Microsystems. At runtime 
the control application polls the compass for updated bearing 
information 10 times per second. If the compass bearing has 
changed then the image and audio playback states are updated. 
Communication with the compass is done using the SerialIO 
Java serial port class library. A native WinCE/MIPS class 
controls audio playback because PersonalJava does not 
support high-resolution audio. Both PersonalJava and Waba 
were evaluated and PersonalJava was selected because of its 
support for multithreading, required by the MVC patterns 
employed in the application, its support for 16-bit images, and 

the fact that the high memory capacity of the Windows CE 
device made the virtual machine footprint less of an issue. 

User evaluation, comments and future work 

 The Gambit will be advertised to the art community and 
available to be seen by appointment. It is the author’s 
intention to position The Gambit in an art context. 
 In experiencing the piece, the story becomes quite 
fragmented and would likely only be appreciated by an 
audience with a high tolerance and familiarity with fragmented 
narrative. Viewers who have seen it so far have appreciated 
the story and photos and have determined that the spiral 
ordering system is, appropriately, not recuperated, but rather 
served as a device for the composition of the photographs and 
audio elements.  
 A second chapter, a continuation of the story, is planned for 
2002. This project will use the same or similar apparatus, (but 
preferably more in number), and will take place on a site in 
New York. The intention is that new chapters on other sites, in 
other cities, can be added in the future, the apparatus modified 
as new technology becomes available. 

References 
 
Film: Chris Marker, La Jetté (1963). 
 
Video: Gary Hill, Around and About (1980). 
 
Dance: Chair/Pillow Yvonne Rainer (1970); Trio A 
Pressured #3 (1966) Yvonne Rainer Satsfyin Lover Steve 
Paxton (1967)  
As performed by Rainer, White Oak Dance Project and 
members of community Thursday June 7, 2001 at BAM, 
Brooklyn, NY 
 
Books: Jacob, Mary Jane Gordon Matta-Clark, Museum of 
Contemporary Art, Chicago, May 8-August 18, Chicago, 
1985. 
Sandford, M. ed. Happenings and Other Acts Routledge, 
London, 1985. 
Elliot, James The Perfect Thought Works by James Lee Byars 
University art Museum, Berkeley, 1990 
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The Meeting Pot:

Coffee Aroma Transmitter

Itiro Siio1 and Noyuri Mima2

1 GVU Center, Georgia Institute of Technology,
801 Atlantic Drive, Atlanta GA 30332-0280, USA siio@acm.org

2 Department of Media Architecture, Future University-Hakodate,
116-2, Nakanocho, Kameda, Hakodate, Hokkaido, 041-8655, Japan noyuri@fun.ac.jp

1 Meeting Pot

Fig. 1. The Meeting Pot system, with a coffee maker and 5 coffee aroma generators.

In a modern networked office, we have an issue as to how to create a commu-
nity. To encourage informal communication at the coffee break space in an office,
we have implemented a Meeting Pot system. This system informs colleagues in
their office that people are meeting in the open space for a coffee break, by
transmitting coffee aroma to remote locations.

Figure 1 shows the Meeting Pot system, which consists of a coffee maker and
5 coffee aroma generators. The coffee maker has been remodeled to transmit
radio frequency (RF) signals when the heater is turned on to prepare coffee. As
the system detects human activities indirectly through activities of the coffee
maker, we can alleviate privacy concerns.

Though the information that people are meeting for a coffee break is im-
portant to activate the informal communication, it is of a comparatively low
priority in daily office work. We have decided to display the information of the
coffee maker in an ambient manner, that is, by the smell of coffee. The coffee
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2 Itiro Siio and Noyuri Mima

aroma generator contains a fan, an RF receiver and instant coffee powder. The
fan is activated, when an RF signal from the coffee maker is received, and it
emits the smell of the coffee from freeze-dried instant coffee powder installed
above.

2 Feasibility Test

Coffee Aroma
 Generator

Coffee Maker RF Transmitter

Fig. 2. The common room where the coffee maker is installed (left), and the aroma
generator installed in an office (right).

To test the feasibility of the Meeting Pot system, we have installed the coffee
maker in the common room, and 5 coffee aroma generators in the faculty offices
of the Future University-Hakodate, as shown in Figure 2. The signal from the
coffee maker is also received by a server computer, which sends electronic mail.

We have selected 10 subjects from faculty staff, and they are divided into
two groups of 5. One of the groups has the aroma generator installed in their
office, and the rest of them receive electronic mail that say coffee will be ready
in a few minutes. We have swapped their notification method at the middle of
the feasibility test period of 16 weeks.

We interviewed them and many of the subjects answered that the system
encourages their informal communication very naturally. Most of them preferred
coffee aroma generators, however, some of them like e-mail too. Although a few
subjects want to know who is in the room, they do not want their behavior to
be detected in the room.

Sometimes, they could not go out of the office to join colleagues because they
were busy with their job. Even at that time, many of them relaxed by feeling an
awareness of colleagues and sometimes they took a short break by themselves.
We can apply the system to provide comfortable awareness of office colleagues
or family members in the same or remote locations.
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On-demand, In-place Help for Mixed Reality Environments 
Desney Tan1,6, Ivan Poupyrev2, Mark Billinghurst3, Hirokazu Kato4, Holger Regenbrecht5, Nobuji Tetsutani6

 
1 School of Computer Science 
Carnegie Mellon University 

5000 Forbes Avenue 
Pittsburgh, PA 15213 
desney@cs.cmu.edu 

 

2 Interaction Lab, Sony CSL 
3 HITLab, University of Washington 

4 Hiroshima City University 
5 DaimlerChrysler AG, Research and Technology 

6 MIC Labs, ATR

ABSTRACT 
In many help systems, users are either distracted with a con-
stant barrage of help or have to stop working on the task at 
hand and explicitly search for help. In this paper, we propose 
intuitive methods to present on-demand, in-place help in 
mixed reality interfaces. In these interfaces, users interact 
with virtual objects that are superimposed on the real world 
by manipulating physical cards. We describe Tiles, a proto-
type application for designing aircraft instrument panels, from 
which our work on help systems grew. In Tiles, Tangible 
Bubble Help is used, in which users manipulate special ‘help’ 
cards in combination with data cards to invoke detailed help. 
Tangible Bubble Help may be multi-modal, taking the form 
of text, audio, graphics, and animations. We also present 
Tangible Tooltips, a lightweight technique in which users 
control the amount of textual help by tilting data cards to dif-
ferent degrees. In both cases, users can seamlessly transition 
between performing the main task and acquiring help. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Augmented or Mixed Reality (AR or MR) integrates com-
puter-generated virtual information into the real physical en-
vironment [1]. Although several compelling MR systems 
have been demonstrated, many serve merely as information 
browsers, allowing users to see or hear virtual data embedded 
in the physical world. There has been little work done on de-
signing effective interaction techniques, so systems generally 
provide few tools for the user to request or interact with the 
information [6]. 

Help systems have been one of the corner stones in desktop 
graphical user interfaces (GUIs) and are heavily replied upon 
by users. Granda et al. found that on-line help was the second 
most frequent source of guidance for users (asking other users 
was the first) [3]. Designing on-line help facilities is however, 
not a straightforward task. It has been shown that poorly de-
signed help systems can actually decrease learnability and 
usability for novice users [4]. 

In designing our help system, we consider three main issues: 
when to provide help, as well as where and how. We chal-
lenge the prevailing assumption that users in MR environ-
ments want all virtual information visible all the time. In fact, 
our early experiments with MR interfaces [2] have convinced 
us that virtual data that is always visible can be distracting. In 
addition, help should be context sensitive, providing several 
levels of detail to lead the user through difficult tasks. There-
fore in our MR work, we require that the help provided 
should be on-demand and in-place, i.e. help should be pro-

vided only by user request and without requiring the user to 
shift focus from the main task. 

This paper is the first step toward designing effective interac-
tion techniques for help in MR environments. We present two 
techniques – Tangible Bubble Help for detailed multimedia 
assistance and Tangible Tooltips for short textual reminders. 
 
APPLICATION PLATFORM: TILES 
Although our help techniques are broadly applicable, we im-
plement them within our Tiles system, built for rapid proto-
typing and evaluation of aircraft instrument panels [5]. Tiles 
is a joint research initiative carried out with support from 
DaimlerChrysler AG and DASA/EADS Airbus. 

In our interface, we allow users to quickly layout and re-
arrange a set of virtual aircraft instruments on a board simu-
lating an airplane cockpit. Users each wear a lightweight 
HMD with an attached camera. They interact with virtual 
objects (aircraft instruments) by manipulating physical data 
cards marked with square tracking patterns (Figure 1a). Our 
computer vision system identifies these patterns in the video 
stream and determines their 3D positions and orientations 
relative to the head-mounted camera. Virtual objects are then 
rendered on top of the physical cards. Using various interac-
tion techniques, users are able to easily and quickly evaluate 
the layout, rearrange instruments as necessary, add new in-
struments or remove those that are not needed. 
 
TANGIBLE BUBBLE HELP 
In tangible bubble-help, users are provided with dedicated 
‘help’ cards designated with both distinct physical 2D track-
ing patterns and 3D virtual help widgets. To receive help on 
any other virtual object, users simply place the help card next 
to the data card on which they require help. In simplest case, 
this triggers explanatory text that appears within a bubble 
next to the icon (Figure 1b). 

Initially this function was used for the instrument designer to 
leave short annotations on instruments or to provide help on 
control cards of the Tiles interface, e.g. the trashcan/delete 
card. However, we found multimedia help, such as audio an-
notations or 3D animations, to be particularly effective. We 
designed several help cards that bring up different kinds of 
help with different levels of detail. While one help card brings 
up textual annotations, another animates the instruments. A 
third card provides users with a 3D arrow that allows them to 
probe at different parts of the virtual or real objects in ques-
tion, bringing up even more detailed help on
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Figure 1: (a) Physical manipulation of help and data cards; (b) User view: Moving help card beside data card to acquire Tangible 

Bubble Help; (c) User view: Tilting physical card to attain Tangible Tooltips on virtual instrument. 
 

component pieces. Although we have mainly used the bubble 
help techniques for providing help on virtual objects, it can 
just as easily be used for physical objects. For example, a real 
aircraft part that is marked with tracking patterns can be 
augmented with different levels of user help using the tangi-
ble bubble help technique.  
 
TANGIBLE TOOLTIPS 
Users do not always need extensive help. In some cases, all 
they need are short reminders, or tips, on the functionality of 
particular interface controllers. Help systems for this purpose 
have been implemented in other interfaces. In GUIs, for in-
stance, briefly placing the cursor over a region may bring up 
a Tooltip – a concise description of the interface control. 
Such help techniques must blend seamlessly into the working 
process without requiring the use of special purpose tools.  

Using the Tangible Tooltips technique, the user triggers the 
display of short descriptive phrases associated with each vir-
tual object by bringing corresponding data cards into their 
working space and tilting them more than 30 degrees away 
from the body (Figure 1c). Other researchers have shown that 
tilting may be used as an interface parameter [7]. In the Tiles 
application this was typically used to display the name of the 
instrument, perhaps with the date of design. The working 
space is defined as the area less than an arms-length away 
from the user’s body, so as to eliminate unsolicited help on 
cards with which the user is not interacting. We are experi-
menting with displaying different amounts of help depending 
on the degree of tilt. 

Early observations showed that Tangible Tooltips were sur-
prisingly intuitive because users tend to hold cards perpen-
dicular to the camera when interacting with them. Tilting the 
data card also borrows from our interaction with everyday 
physical objects, e.g. to find out information about the con-
tents of a package, we turn it around to look at the label on 
the back. Initial testing, however, suggested that users occa-
sionally tilt the cards for short periods of time while they per-
form other tasks, such as evaluating their layout from 
different angles, or looking down to pick them up. Because 
tooltips rising out of the card at this point are distracting, we 
implement a small delay (~1 second) before the help message 
is rendered. This is not unlike GUI Tooltips systems in which 
the cursor must linger over a region for some time before 
help is shown. 

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK 
The Tiles system and help techniques were demonstrated at 
IEEE/ACM ISAR2000. About seventy users, including many 
AR researchers, tried the system. With simple instructions, 
users were able to simulate the design process, laying out and 
rearranging the instruments on the board and acquiring help 
when necessary. DaimlerChrysler AG engineers are now 
evaluating the Tiles interface concept for feasibility in indus-
trial applications. We are currently looking at conducting 
formal user studies to evaluate the MR help systems and im-
prove the design of interaction techniques.  
 
CONCLUSION 
We have described interaction techniques for providing MR 
users with on-demand, in-place multi-modal help with multi-
ple levels of detail. Although design of the help systems has 
been an important area of research in traditional user inter-
faces we are not aware of prior attempts to design help inter-
faces for AR and MR environments. We presented two help 
techniques, Tangible Bubble Help and Tangible Tooltips, that 
we implemented within the Tiles MR environment.  These 
techniques provide users with simple tools to acquire help 
without shifting focus away from the main task.  
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Ubi-Finger: Gesture Input Device for Mobile Use 
Koji Tsukada, Michiaki Yasumura 

 
Graduate School of Media and Governance, Keio University 

5322 Endo Fujisawa, Kanagawa 252-8520, Japan 
 

Abstract. This paper proposes a new interface in mobile environment called "Ubi-Finger" that 
realizes sensuous operations for PDA and information appliances by human gesture. Since 
gesture-input interfaces enables sensuous operations for users, there have been many researches 
about them especially for Virtual Reality. But almost those existing systems are very expensive 
and large, and not considered to be used in mobile environment. Ubi-Finger is a gesture-input 
device, which is simple, compact, and optimized for mobile use. We developed a prototype that 
enables to control real-world devices with natural gestures. 
 

1. Introduction 
 As the popularity of personal digital assistants (PDAs) 
and cellular phones has increased rapidly in recent years, 
more and more computers are used in mobile environment. 
In such situations, the user interface is required to be 
compact and easy to use, compared to conventional 
computers in office or school environments. Many 
researchers have developed input devices in such mobile-
computing environment [1][2][3]. But many of them focus 
on more efficient methods of text inputs, and have not 
enough considered more natural methods with another 
modality. 
 
 Moreover, people expect more and more computers 
and networks to spread into households in the near future, 
and various kinds of home electronics become information 
appliances connected to the network. In such an 
environment, controlling appliances may become more 
complicated, increase the difficulty for users to master 
different operations for each appliance. 
Therefore, the interface is expected such that it can control 
various information appliances with simple and friendly 
operation. 
 
 This paper focuses on the human gesture with fingers 
to realize a new interface, which is intelligible for anyone 
and can be used in various situations. We propose a 
wearable gesture input device called "Ubi-Finger" which 
realizes easy operations for PDA and information 
appliances and developed a prototype system. 
 
2. Ubi-Finger 
2.1 Concepts 
We purpose a wearable device, which can be worn anytime 
and be used flexibly on various situations. The main 
concepts of Ubi-Finger are: (1) friendly operations with 
natural gestures, (2) optimized for mobile use, and (3) 
multiple use with the common interface. 
 

 As is widely alleged, nonverbal means of 
communication is more important than verbal means. 
The human gesture is a typical example of nonverbal 
communication. It is not only performed unconsciously 
on usual conversation but is main means of 
communication between foreigners or language-
disabled. Thus the human gesture is one of the most 
useful means of communication and naturally performed 
by anyone. For this reason we focus on the human 
gesture. Although there have been many researches 
about gesture input interfaces especially for Virtual 
Reality, many of those existing systems are very 
expensive and large, and not considered to be used in 
mobile environment. Our approach is unique to utilize 
the gesture input method for controlling PDA and 
information appliances in mobile environment. 
 
2.2 Device Configurations 

Ubi-Finger device consists of three sensors, which 
are a bending sensor, an acceleration sensor, and a touch 
sensor, to recognize finger-gestures, an infrared 

 

 
Fig.1 Device Configuration 
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LED to detect a device in the real world and a 
microcomputer to send input data from sensors to a host 
computer. Each sensor generates the information of finger 
motions, such as (1) a bending degree of an index finger, 
(2) rotation angles of a hand, (3) push operation of buttons 
by a thumb. And the system recognizes user's gesture at a 
host computer and runs an appropriate operation (Fig.1). 
 
2.3 System Configuration 
Next, we describe the whole system for operating 
information appliances in the real world . The system 
consists of four main parts: (1) Ubi-Finger, (2) information 
appliances connected to the network with a unique ID, (3) a 
host computer or PDA to recognize the user's gesture, (4) a 
server to associate the device's ID numbers with the user's 
ID or operating commands. 
 
 First, a user points at an information appliance with 
Ubi-Finger, and detects the device by transmitting a signal, 
which includes his unique ID via infra-rays. When each 
information appliance receives the signal, it transmits the 
device's ID and the user's ID to the server, and the server 
associates each ID by using the device database. Next, the 
user performs a gesture with his finger to control the 
information appliance. The gesture is recognized at the host 
computer and converted to a specific gesture-type, then 
transmitted to the server with the user's ID. The server 
selects the target device associated with the user's ID, 
converts the gesture-type to an appropriate command and 
controls the device by transmitting it. 
 
 In this system, (1) a user can point at a target device 
with his index finger, (2) then he can control it flexibly by 
performing natural gestures with his fingers. Since it is not 
necessary to learn different operation methods for every 
appliance, users can control devices more easily than the 
conventional ways. And by using corporeality and existing 
metaphor to control appliances, it becomes easier to use for 
anyone. We made a prototype system in order to verify the 
usefulness to operate devices in the real world with simple 
gestures. 
 
3. Prototype 
 We have developed the prototype of Ubi-Finger 
focused on controlling devices in the real world (Fig.2). 
The system configurations of the prototype are as follows. 
The prototype consists of some sensors, infrared and 
normal LEDs, a microcomputer and a note PC. To detect 
motions of user's fingers, we apply a bending sensor and 
two switches in the portion of an index finger, and a 2-axis 
acceleration sensor on back of the hand. And there are also 
infrared LED and two LEDs on the portion of an index 
finger to detect a target device in the real world and 
visualize the current status of Ubi-Finger. When the switch 
is pushed by a thumb, the microcomputer will begin to 
transfer the input data from sensors to note PC via serial 

interface. Then the note PC detects the form of fingers in 
real time and when it recognizes a specified gesture, 
Ubi-Finger performs as a PC input device or a remote 
controller for appliances according to the setup of 
software. 
 
 As mentioned, we have developed applications to 
control some devices in the real world with a simple 
gesture. For example we realized a light control with 
"bend down/up" gesture of an index finger, and also 
volume and channel controls of TV with "rotate 
right/left" gesture of a wrist. Since suitable information 
appliances don't exist at hand, the prototype system 
currently controls appliances directly by infrared signal. 
We are going to develop the system as soon as possible 
in which (1) a user points at a target appliance via 
infrared signal, (2) then he can control it with gestures 
via network. 

 
Fig.2 Prototype 

 
4. Conclusion 
 We have introduced a new interface in mobile 
environment called "Ubi-Finger", which realizes sensuous 
operations for PDA and information appliances with human 
gesture. We have also developed the prototype of Ubi-
Finger focused on controlling devices in the real world. 
With the proposed system users will be freed from 
complicated operations of various information devices and 
be able to control them more easily and joyfully. 
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ABSTRACT
Informationaldisplayshave beendeveloped that uselighting, air
flow, andphysicalobjectsexternalto thecomputerscreen,but typi-
cally lackingaresimpleandstraightforwardstepsfor creatingthese
displays. This paperdescribesour experiencesin creatinga real-
world interface(RWI) usingX10 devices andcommonhousehold
appliances,andoutlinesour framework for creatingRWIs quickly,
easily, andinexpensively.

1. INTRODUCTION
The goal of this work is to develop a framework andprogram-

ming interfacefor creatinginterfacesusingreal-world objects.We
call the resultinginformationaldisplaysreal-world interfaces,or
RWIs. Typical userinterfacesusebuttons,scrollbars,sliders,and
similar on-screenvisualdisplaysto convey andinteractwith infor-
mation,whereasRWIs will augmentor replacethesedisplayswith
changesin thesurroundingenvironmentthatwill convey informa-
tion in a lessdirectbut noticeablemanner. For example, changesin
lightingcouldcorrespondto theupcomingforecastfor temperature,
changesin air flow could reflectfluctuationsin the stockmarket,
andchangesin ambientmusiccouldsignalanupcomingmeeting.
We planto provide programmerswith theability to usereal-world
devicesin muchthesameway thatthey would usea standarduser
interfacetoolkit.

As a first step,we have constructeda RWI thatdisplaysweather
informationusingchangesin lighting andair flow. The RWI was
createdusingX10 devices, which provide the meansto sendsig-
nalsfrom computersto householddeviceslike lampsandfans.As
X10 devicesare typically not usedin this way, we found several
issuesat theprogramminginterfacelevel thatmakesit difficult to
createrobust,reliableRWIs. We describetheseissuesandoutline
methodsfor dealingwith them.

This work wasinspiredby several projectsin the areaof ubiq-
uitouscomputing.Mark Weiserfrom Xerox PARC developedthe
notionof “calm technology” thatseekstoencalm andinformsimul-
taneously[3]. Thework is illustratedby artistNatalieJeremijenko
in her“Dangling String”, anattractive wire hangingfrom theceil-
ing in ahallway thatreactsto signalsfrom anEthernetconnection.
A quiet network resultsin only occasionaltwitches,while a busy
network causesthewire to whirl aroundnoisily. Hiroshi Ishii and
his TangibleMedia Groupat MIT have developed the concept of
tangibleuserinterfacesthatusephysicalobjectsastangibleembod-
imentsof digital information[2]. For example,a light patternon
theceiling reflectstheactivity of thelab hamsterandtraffic noises
indicatethe level of network traffic. Scott Hudsonat CMU de-
signedaninformationpercolatorthatusesbubblespassingthrough
transparenttubesto displayimagesandpatternsin a pleasingyet
non-intrusivemanner[1].

While theseandsimilarprojectsprovide interestingtheoriesand
examplesof interfacesoutsidethe desktop,few stepshave been
taken to enableprogrammersto build their own devices. While
previouswork hasarguedthatlightedinterfacesin theenvironment

maybetoodistractingor thatcertainelements likeair flow maybe
too difficult to noticeor too difficult to control, onecancertainly
thing of scenarioswhenpeoplewant an interfaceto distractthem
(whenthe interfaceis usedasanalarm)andwould noticeair flow
(when it wasplacedneara door or narrow hallway. We hopeto
empower designerswith the techniquesnecessaryto createreal-
world interfacesquickly, easily, andinexpensively.

2. APPROACH
In our work, we areleveraging theX10 protocolandhardware.

TheX10 protocoldefinesanoverlayingmethodfor sendingsignals
over power lines betweenX10 hardwaredevices. Using this pro-
tocol, up to 256differentchannelscouldbeusedwith a singlein-
housepower grid. X10 hardwaredevices sendssignalsfrom trans-
mitters to receivers. Originally, transmitterswere wall-mounted
switchesor remotecontrols,thoughdeviceshaveemergedallowing
usersto controlandcheckthestatusof householdreceivers from a
computervia a device that connects to the serial port. The sim-
plest receivers plug into any 110-volt wall outlet, toggling power
to appliancespluggedinto them. More complex receiversinclude
dimmingandqueryingcapabilities.

The X10 protocolhasbeenin usefor over 20 years,primarily
for securitysystems(programminglights to turn on whenaway)
andconvenience(remotecontrolaccessto lightsandotherdevices,
cameras, andmotiondetectors).However, we seesignificantpos-
sibilities in the areasin the communicationand interactionwith
information. Thelighting, sounds,andvisualeffectsgenerated by
typical householdappliances have theability to inform users,and
thedimmingcapabilitieswith newer X10 devices provide a richer,
moresubtlesetof cues.

As a first step,we wantedto gain experience in building inter-
facesthat useX10 technology. Our goal was to understandthe
uniquedifficulties thatarisein treatinganX10 receiver like a typ-
ical widget in a userinterface. We acquiredan X10 PowerLinc
device capableof sendingandreceiving signalsfrom a computer,
anumberof X10 two-waymodulesthatcanreceivesignalsandre-
spondto statequeries,andseveralhouseholdlampsandfans.Fig-
ure1 showstheX10 componentsweusedin constructingourRWI.

We createda RWI that useschangesin lighting andair flow to
preview the weatherforecast. Weather dataareextractedfrom a
popularweatherWeb site (www.weather.com), parsedto identify
thepredictedtemperatureandwind in theupcominghoursrelative
to thecurrentmeasuredvalues,andusedto control thebrightness
of a lamp and the degreeof air flow from fansall connected to
X10 devices. The RWI cancontinuallypreview the weatherin a
setnumberof hours(say, threehoursfrom now), or it cancycle
throughthepredictedweather for agivennumberof hours(say, for
the next 12 hours). The RWI is locatedin a lab neara door, with
theexpectationthataspeopleleave the lab, they will have a sense
of theweather outsideandwill beremindedto bring a coator hat,
if necessary. In addition,thosein the lab canlook at, listen to, or
feel theeffectsof theRWI to getasenseof theweather outside.
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Figure 1: X10 components used in constructing a RWI. The
black box is the Powerlinc interface that allows a computer to
send signals via the serial port through the power lines. The
white boxes are X10 receivers into which appliances can be
plugged. Each receiver should have a different code, with up
to 256 different codes available.

Weencounterednumerousproblemsin designingourinitial RWI,
mainlybecausetheexistingX10 commandsetis notdesignedto be
utilized in the sameway asa typical userinterfacetoolkit. Infor-
mationcanonly becommunicated veryslowly, atarateof approxi-
mately4bytespersecond.Wheninformationwastransmittedmore
quickly, X10 devicesreactedunpredictablyor erroneously. It is not
surprising thatthedevelopers of theX10 protocoldid not consider
theseissuesin designingthe toolkit asthey did not expectpeople
to usethe commandsin the way that we do. However, to effec-
tively createinterfacesusingX10 devices, it is necessaryto mask
theseproblems.As such,we plan to createa moduleof functions
for Perl thatwill provide aneffective programminglayerfor using
electricalappliances in thedevelopment of interfaces.

Below aresomekey concepts thatwe areincorporatinginto our
module.

� Provide a non-blocking programming interface for all com-
mands. Given the slow transmissiontime in sendingcom-
mands,it is unreasonableto requireprogramsto halt while
waitingfor completionandverificationof thecommands.As
such,systemsthat interfacewith our library will not block
uponcalls to our library. This becomes far morecritical as
thesystemsweinterfacewith dothingsotherthanjustcreate
their outputthroughour library.

� Provide built-in status/error checking, detection, and re-
covery. We plan to checkfor the presenceof a signal on
the interfacebeforeit begins its transfer. Thereareseveral
reasonsfor this, but primarily, it is poorly definedhow fre-
quentlyoneshouldcheck for thepresenceof a communica-
tion ontheline. To avoid failurein trying to sendacommand
toosoonafterit sentthelastone,despitethedevicereporting
that it is readyto send,we planto maintainstateat thecon-
trolling computer, thenuseregularcommunication between
the homeX10 device and the remoteappliancedevices to
helpensureconsistency.

� Associate special meanings with remote control access to
X10 devices. X10 userscancontrolelectricalappliances in
avarietyof ways:throughthecomputer, via wall switchesor
motion sensors,or with a remotecontrol. Our modulewill
allow programmerstoassociatedifferentbehaviorswith each
control.For example,dimmingaRWI usingaremotecontrol
maymeanthattheend-userwantslessnoticeablealertsfrom
theRWI: lessintenselighting changes,quieteraudioalerts,

etc. Alternatively, it may signify that the end-useris less
interestedin seeingupdates,so the rate at which the RWI
is updatedmay decreasewith dimming. Our modulewill
provide theprogrammerwith thepower to associateunique
meaningsto externalend-userinputs.

Our next stepwill be to createa Perl modulethat provides a
programminginterfacethat incorporatesthepreviously mentioned
concepts. The commandswill be basedon on the onesusedto
interfaceTk, a populargraphicaltoolkit. With compact,simple
commands usinga syntaxfamiliar to any Perlprogrammer, a pro-
grammercancontrolthepower levelsto anelectricaldeviceor can
associatethepower levelswith changesto variables.Theendprod-
uct will bea Perlmodulethat,with theappropriatehardware,will
allow programmersto createapplicationsfor real-world interfaces.

Aswedevelopthemodule,weplantoconstructadditionalRWIs.
In sodoing,we expect thatwe will learnmoreabouttheneedsof
programmersin developingRWIs, knowledgethat we will usein
designingandimproving the module. Specificareasin which we
planto developRWIs includethefollowing:

� Augmenting handheld computers. Handheld computers
like the Palm have enjoyed a burst of popularity in recent
years,but their small screensizesmake their output abili-
tiessomewhatlimited. By grabbingdesktopsynchronization
data,wewill developRWIs thatintegratewith thecorehand-
held programs: calendars, addressbooks, to-do lists, and
notepads.For example,aRWI couldcauseafanto blow pro-
gressively harderasameetingin thecalendar approaches,or
thebrightnessof a lampcouldrepresentthepercentof com-
pleteditemsin theto-dolist.

� Computer management. We intend to supportawareness
of computersystembehavior at both the userlevel andthe
administratorlevel. For typicalusers,RWIs couldbeusedto
show thetheambienttemperatureinsidecase,temperatureof
speedof computerfan,CPUusage,andbatteryavailability.
For systemadministrators,RWIs couldreflectsystemlogins,
network usage,or server hits. One potentialway to show
this informationwouldbeto useanaquariumbubbler, where
problemlevels in thesystemwould bereflectedwith a loud
motor and lots of bubbles,thusproviding audioandvisual
cuesof theproblem.

� Tracking Web information. InformationontheWebchanges
frequently, to thepoint thatit is impossiblefor auserto keep
track of new information. Thesechangescanbe monitored
with ascriptanddisplayedusingaRWI. Stockprices,traffic
data,weatherdata,news,sportsscores,andlibrary checkouts
all exemplify this typeof information.

Whenthedevelopmentof theRWI modulehasbeencompleted,
we planto useit in human-computerinteractioncourses.Thestu-
dentsin the classeswill usethe toolkit to createRWIs similar to
onesin the list above or of their own invention. Uponcompletion
of theclasses,we expectto have a toolkit andsetof sampleappli-
cationsthatis robustenoughfor generaluse.
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ABSTRACT 
User interface (UI) design for ubiquitous computing is 
different from UI design for classical desktop-oriented 
applications. Interaction of a user with the system and 
applications takes place in a highly distributed fashion. Input- 
and output functionality is distributed over space, as well as 
time. Human-computer interaction (HCI) has to take place 
wherever and whenever needed.  Due to the highly dynamic 
pattern of use, “classical” UI design for a single screen is 
poorly suited.     
We present an architecture for designing applications bringing 
different in- and output channel to particularly limited 
devices, like mobile phones, as well as taking advantage from 
the benefits of a desktop computer. The W@PNotes system 
serves as a proof of concept for the successful use of this 
architecture. 

Keywords 
Function shipping, ubiquitous computing, Wireless   
Application Protocol. 

INTRODUCTION 
Obviously, in the vision of ubiquitous computing [1] 
“distribution”' of human-computer interaction is crucial. The 
user and her need to interact with her applications easily have 
to the main focus of UI design.  Given this and the need for 
ubiquity, the term “distributed systems” must be defined for 
the distribution of system functionality as well as for the 
distribution of UI functionality. Apparently, the distribution of 
UI functionality needs new paradigms of design. UIs have to 
become “smart” and “intelligent”. From a top-level point of 
view, two distribution schemes for UI functionality to actual 
devices seem to be appealing: (1) Use the input- and output 
devices available “here and now”, including public displays 
and/or terminals, (2) try to take advantage of devices with 
some input-/output capabilities carried around by the user 
anyway, like mobile phones or personal digital assistants 
(PDA). 
The W@PNotes-system presented here serves as an example 
for the second approach, although it incorporates some 
aspects of the first design dimension. The main goal of the 
system is (1) the design of smart and distributed user 
interfaces and (2) design of an architecture, which is able to 
(a) separate and distribute system’s functionality over several 
computers by means of service-oriented design using Jini [3] 
as an underlying distribution infrastructure and (b) bring 
advanced functionality to a very limited device: A mobile 
phone with an integrated browser for the Wireless Application 
Protocol (WAP) [6]. 

RESEARCH GOALS 
The W@PNotes project is an ongoing research project. The 
research goals of this project can be summarized as follows:  

• Design and architecture of APIs for ubiquitous 
accessible applications.  

• Design of UIs for ubiquitous accessible applications. 
• Distribution of application functionality among 

various components and separation of concerns by 
using service oriented programming.  

• “Good” composition of concerns, accordingly. 
• Distribution of customized HCI functionality among 

various UIs.  
• Exploration of UI limitations with respect to device  

capabilities 
The main research focus of this project lies on the design 
patterns for designing distributed applications on top of and as 
proof-of-concept for an ubiquitous computing infrastructure. 
This includes the “how” of distribution by means of 
separation of concerns between different components 
(services), as well as “composition of concerns”, by means of 
a supporting framework for combining all those autonomous 
parts of a system in a reliable way. 
The choice of a mobile phone with integrated WAP browser 
as the central UI/device in the W@PNotes project has three 
reasons: (1) it is the most ubiquitous device available today, 
so we can explore the limitations of devices we already have 
at hands; (2) it has built-in access to the world-wide web via 
WAP; (3) in many respects it is a very limited device and 
therefore challenging for an infrastructure. 
Throughout the next section we describe the realization of this 
research goals in the W@PNotes system. 

W@PNotes -- Architecture and Design Goals 
The functional part of the W@PNotes-system is a distributed 
and multi-user enabled PostIt-like application, which is 
neither new, nor exciting. The application itself serves only as 
a demonstration and proof of concept for the underlying 
architecture for composing application out of separated 
services and bringing application functionality over a network 
to all sorts of devices. The functionality is limited to some of 
the features which can be expected within a PostIt-like 
application: Addition and naming of a note, deletion, altering 
of items in a note. Moreover, some convenience functions 
were defined.   
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The PostIt-like application consists of a single backend 
database, storing and maintaining the actual notes for each 
user of the system (see figure 1).  Through a well-defined 
interface other components of the application gain access to 
the stored messages. Separated, except for a common 
message-queue, an event mechanism can be coupled to the 
database. This mechanism, following the observer pattern, can 
communicate changes in the database to interested listeners 
via the remote event mechanism defined by Jini, which serves 
as easy-to-use mechanism for UI synchronization. From the 
architectural point of view a central goal of this design stage 
was, to explore to which extend separation of concerns can be 
achieved by using services as components of a system and 
therefore, how and whether systems can be composed out of 
autonomous entities exclusively and what impact such a 
paradigm has on the design process. We define this as service-
oriented design. Both services are registered as fully qualified 
services in the Jini registry, called Lookup Service (LUS) [5], 
and can be found by the standard lookup mechanism [4] 
provided by the Jini infrastructure. The components are 
autonomous, functionally separated, and can communicate 
only through well-defined interfaces, defining their 
functionality on a syntactical and type-safe level. The overall 
functionality of the application is achieved by dynamically 
combining appropriate services at runtime, using the 
infrastructure provided by Jini and the framework defined 
within the W@PNotes system. We omit the runtime behavior 
because of  lack of space and refer to the poster.  
The architecture is easily extensible. As both services, 
W@PNotes service and event service, are decomposed into 
their functional part and their UI or client, respectively, new 
UIs and event clients can be “plugged in” at runtime by re-
registering the service with a new set of attributes.  
The WapUI programmatic interface is transported and 
initialized at runtime and has the functionality of a 
W@PNotes-to-WML (Wireless Markup Language [6]) 
gateway. Part of every WML-document are the command 

options the user has at this stage of application interaction, 
encoded as links in the document. Parts of the WML 
documents are input fields for the user (e.g., adding a new 
item to a note is translated to an input field). The input typed 
in here is translated by the WapUI to an appropriate method 
call on the W@PNotes service (i.e., 
addItem(<UniqueNameofNote>, <itemtoadd>)).  
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The W@PNotes architecture is then responsible for delivering 
the changes made on the mobile phone to all other user 
interfaces currently registered with the service. One major 
drawback of using WAP is visible here: The synchronization 
mechanism is not able to push changes made on other UIs to 
the mobile phone. The change is visible only if the user is 
requesting the document on which the change is visible. This 
drawback is getting importing when thinking of allowing 
other users of the system to add notes for a user to the system. 

Fig. 1: Top-Level Architecture Summary and Discussion 
Various research goals have been tackled in the architecture 
presented here.  We feel distributed user interfaces and HCI 
are touching many layers of a distributed system. Especially, 
separation of concerns, like, separation of function and UI is 
very important. Otherwise adaptivity and extensibility are 
hard to guarantee. Also, on lower layers of an infrastructure 
for ubiquitous computing the choice of services as separated 
components seems to be a feasible approach. Here, 
asynchronous delivery and encapsulation of state changes into 
discrete events seems to be a good approach. But, as 
mentioned, not every protocol is well suited for delivering 
changes to a device. WAP as an example is not able to push 
content to a device like a mobile phone. Here, the WapUI is 
the terminal point of the architecture.  Also, the limitations of 
a mobile device imposed by the small display and the keypad 
as input device are painful. This limitation might get weaker 
in the near future with the advent of new protocols and 
devices for the consumer market.  To summarize, we think 
that the approach presented in this paper, as an example of 
ongoing research in the field of UI design for ubiquitous 
computing, is both: Promising and far from being finished. 
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